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Two λ-Extensions of the Theory of

Homogeneous Simple Types

as a Second-Order Logic

NINO B. COCCHIARELLA

In the theory of simple logical types as originally conceived, it is meaning-
less for one predicate expression to occur in one of the subject or argument posi-
tions of another unless the latter is assigned a higher logical type than the former
within the grammar of the object language', and therefore it is meaningless in
particular for any predicate expression to apply to itself, i.e., to occur in one
of its own subject positions. Russell's paradox of predication is thereby avoided,
of course, but the price is high, for the resulting theory is not an accurate
representation of the role of predicates in natural language where predicate
expressions can apply not only to the nominalizations of other predicates but
to their own nominalizations as well — and without regard at all for the notion
of a logical type.

In the theory of logical types as a second-order logic, on the other hand,
predicate expressions are typed within the grammar of the object language only
in the way they are typed in standard second-order logic, i.e., only with respect
to their degree or number of subject positions (adicity), and they are allowed
otherwise to meaningfully occur in the subject or argument positions of other
predicates, and of themselves as well, without regard to the notion of a logical
type. Russell's paradox of predication can be avoided, it turns out, not by resort-
ing to the notion of a logical type as a part of the grammar of the object
language but rather only as a part of the metalinguistic description of the
conditions under which properties and relations are to be posited by means of
the grammar of the object language. The difference is crucial, needless to say,
since it allows for a more accurate representation of the role of predicates and
predication in natural language. The resulting theory is not, to be sure, a second-
order logic in the "standard" sense used today (though it does contain the latter),
but it is a second-order logic in the traditional or pre-type-theoretical sense
in which quantifier expressions are allowed to reach into both subject and
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predicate positions without obliterating the logical and conceptually important
distinctions between the two.

We return in the present essay to the theory of homogeneous simple types
(HST) as a second-order logic, and in particular to the theory HST* described
in [2]. We shall be concerned only with homogeneous simple types since, as was
noted in [2], the full relational theory ST* of heterogeneous simple types is
inconsistent as a second-order logic. We shall extend the grammar of HST*,
however, by introducing the λ-operator as a new logical primitive, thereby
allowing for the formation of λ-abstracts as complex predicate expressions. Our
first goal is to formulate a system \HST* which together with a principle of
individuation for properties and relations is a conservative extension of HST*
(with that same principle of individuation); and in fact the system we formu-
late is not only a conservative extension but an inessential one since λ-abstraction
is in principle eliminable therein. Unfortunately, however, the realization of this
goal requires that we constrain the grammar of the object language and allow
as meaningful only those λ-abstracts which are homogeneously stratified (in the
metalinguistic sense); i.e., we must impose on the grammar of the object
language for XHST* just those conditions which in HST* applied only to the
conditions for positing properties and relations. A secondary goal, accordingly,
is to formulate a system HST£ which does not impose these grammatical
constraints on λ-abstracts but which posits as individuals only those properties
and relations posited in HST* — and of course which is consistent if HST* is,
even though it is not a conservative extension of HST*. This is achieved in part
by rendering the first-order logic contained in HSTχ free of existential presup-
positions and allowing some λ-abstracts when occurring in subject positions to
denote a value of the bound individual variables while admitting that others, of
necessity, will fail to do so.

As a means towards realizing these goals, we reformulate the extensional
Fregean semantics given for HST* in [2], and we show that both XHST* and
HSTχ9 together with an extensional principle of individuation for properties
and relations, are complete with respect to their extensional Fregean semantics.
(A Fregean semantics, as we understand it here, is one in which nominalized
predicates are interpreted as denoting certain individuals called concept-correlates
rather than the concepts designated by these predicates in their predicate posi-
tion occurrences.) We also intensionalize this semantics in a concluding section
and show that two modal extensions of XHST* and HSTχ, together with an
intensional principle of individuation for properties and relations, are complete
with respect to this intensionalized Fregean semantics.

Finally, it should be noted that as a counterpart to the original theory of
simple logical types much of the motivation for our development of XHST* and
HSTx parallels Quine's motivation for the construction of his two first-order
set theories, viz., the system NFof [5] and the later system ML of [6]. Moreover,
in this regard, even our proof of the consistency of HST\ relative to XHST*
parallels Wang's proof in [7] of the consistency of ML relative to NF. Neverthe-
less, notwithstanding this similarity and parallel motivation, the differences in
deductive powers between NF and ML, on the one hand, and XHST* and
HST\, on the other, are not insignificant. For example, as shown in [2], HST*,
and therefore XHST* as well, is equiconsistent with the original theory of simple
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logical types, ST, at least when both systems are supplemented with an exten-
sional principle of individuation for properties and relations. NF, on the other
hand, not only exceeds ST in deductive powers but does so in inappropriate
ways, e.g., by disproving the axiom of choice and thereby proving an axiom of
infinity. Neither of these axioms, however, is either provable or disprovable in
ST, XHST*, or HST£. In fact, unlike NF and ML, both XHST* and HST£
(with and without axioms of choice and infinity) as well as ST can be shown to
be consistent if weak Zermelo set theory (with and without axioms of choice and
infinity) is consistent. In other words, as theories of predication, XHST* and
HST* are better type-free representations of the original theory of simple
logical types than is either NF or ML as a theory of membership. Moreover,
many, if not all, of the controversial theses of NF and ML as set theories
independent of any superseding theory of predication (e.g., their admission of
a universal set and of the set-existence of the complement of every set, and their
countenance therefore of a symmetry between the small and the large) are neither
dubious nor controversial in XHST* and HSTx when viewed as theses about
properties and relations in a theory of predication. Finally, even the problematic
distinction between proper classes and sets in ML has a natural explanation when
rephrased in terms of the distinction in HSTx between those λ-abstracts which
denote a value of the bound individual variables and those which do not (even
though all λ-abstracts designate or express values of bound predicate variables).
In particular, whereas nominalized predicates may be taken as always purporting
to denote an independently real property or relation (though some of necessity
must fail to denote anything at all), the use of these same predicates in their role
as predicates, i.e., their occurrences in predicate positions, may be assumed
always to express only unsaturated predicable concepts in the sense of (mind
dependent) cognitive capacities (or cognitive structures otherwise based upon
such capacities). That is, //SΓ* can be construed as representing a form of
conceptual realism where the use of a predicate as such amounts to the appli-
cation of an (unsaturated) predicable concept in an act of thought (wherein the
concept becomes saturated), but also where the denotative use of the same
predicate, i.e., the use of its nominalization, amounts instead to an attempt to
refer to a real property or relation which is purportedly represented by the
concept expressed by that predicate. That not every predicable concept which
we can form and articulate can succeed in denoting a real property or relation
when applied denotatively will in that case be an interesting but hardly
problematic fact. What would be problematic is the assumption that concepts
are themselves the independently real properties and relations they purport to
represent when applied denotatively while admitting that only some of them are
individuals while others are not. Given that assumption, in other words, it would
be better to stick with XHST* where (at least on its intended interpretation) all
values of bound predicate variables are also values of the bound individual
variables.

/ HST* revisited We begin by reviewing the syntax of HST*. This consists
essentially of the wffs of standard second-order logic extended so as to allow
predicate variables and constants to occupy the subject or argument positions
that go with predicates. Predicates occupying such positions are said to be
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nominalized (at such positions) and are understood to represent the predicate
nominalizations that occur in natural language. (Adding suffixes such as '-ity',
'-ness', or '-hood' to nominalized occurrences of predicates would be superflu-
ous here, incidentally, since such occurrences are already formally identified as
subject position occurrences.)

We shall use '*', 'y\ 'z'9 with or without numerical subscripts, to refer (in
the metalanguage) to individual variables, and we use Ψ"' and 'G7 7' similarly
to refer to «-place predicate variables. (We shall usually delete the superscript
when the context makes clear the number of subject or argument positions that
go with a predicate variable or constant.) We shall also use V and 'b\ with or
without numerical subscripts, to refer ambiguously (in the metalanguage) to both
predicate and individual variables and constants. Predicate and individual con-
stants we assume to be provided by different (formal) languages; i.e., a language
is a set of predicate and individual constants.

As primitive logical constants, we take -+, the (material) conditional sign,
~, the negation sign, and V, the universal quantifier. (The other logical con-
stants, viz.9 &, v, <-»-, and 3, are assumed to be defined as abbreviatory devices
of the metalanguage.) Where L is a language, we understand the terms of L to
be the members of L together with all individual and predicate variables. The
atomic wffs of L are all the expressions of the form: Pn(au ...,an), where
n G ω, Pn is either an rt-place predicate constant in L or an «-place predicate
variable, and aΪ9..., an are terms of L. (When n = 0, we take Pn(a{9..., an)
to be just Pn itself.) An expression is a wff of L iff it belongs to every set K
containing the atomic wffs of L and such that ~φ, {φ-+φ), Vαφ are in K when-
ever φ, φ are in K and a is an individual or predicate variable. We use 'φ\ 6φ\
and 'χ' to refer (in the metalanguage) to wffs.

We assume the notions of bondage and freedom of occurrences of variables
in wffs to be defined in the usual way, and similarly we assume what it means
for a term a to be free for a term b in a wff φ. We take φ(a/b) to be the result
of replacing all free occurrences of b in φ by free occurrences of a, if such a wff
exists; and otherwise we take φ(a/b) to be just φ itself. For convenience, we
use s to abbreviate (in the metalanguage) indiscernibility as follows (where F
is the first one-place predicate variable different from both a and b):

a = b=dfvF[F(a)~F(b)] .

Finally, we say that a wff φ is homogeneously stratified if there is an assign-
ment t of natural numbers to the terms that occur in φ such that for every
subwff of φ of the form Pn(au..., an)\ (1) t(ai) = /(#/), for all positive
integers /, j < «, and (2) t(Pn) = 1 + t{ax).

2 An improved axiom set for HST * The axiomatization of HST* given in
[2] can be improved, it turns out, in several ways that are conducive to the
formulation of the systems λHST* and IίSTχ. Briefly, the original axioms of
HST* consisted of all tautologous wffs and all wffs of one of the following
forms:

(Al) Va(φ -* φ) -> (V#φ -> Vaφ), where a is any variable
(A2) φ -> Vtfφ, where a is a variable not occurring free in φ
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(A3) 3x(a ΞΞ x), where a is any term in which the individual variable x does
not occur free

( A 4 ) 3Fn(P = F&Vx...Vxn[F(xu ..,Xn) « P ( * i , . . . , * „ ) ] ) , w h e r e

xu . . . , xn are pairwise distinct individual variables, Pn

is an ft-place predicate variable or constant, and Fn is
an Ai-place predicate variable different from Pn

(A5) a = b -+ (φ -• ψ), where φ is an atomic wff and ψ is obtained from φ
by replacing a subject position occurrence of Z? by
a subject position occurrence of #,

together with all homogeneously stratified wffs that are instances of the follow-
ing comprehension principle:

(HSCP*) 3FΛVflr!... Van[F(au..., *„) - φ],

where Z777 is an fl-place predicate variable not occurring free in φ and au... ,an

are pairwise distinct individual or predicate variables occurring free in φ. (Note:
the entire biconditional must be homogeneously stratified in this principle, not
just the comprehending wff φ alone. Also, in general, we use a *-label for any
thesis which explicitly involves predicate nominalizations.)

The only inference rules of HST* (and later of λHST* and HST£ as well)
are modus ponens (MP) and universal generalization (UG) of either a predicate
or individual variable. Theoremhood is assumed defined in the usual way, and
Γ [j^p φ is taken to mean that tjjgpiΨi &.. .& ψn-+ φ), for some ψu...,

ψneΓ. (For n = 0, we take the above "conditional" to be just φ itself.) As
observed in [2], the following theses are provable without utilizing (HSCP*)
at all:

(1) Leibniz9 law for subject position occurrences of terms:

(LLf) a = b->(φ~ψ),

where ψ is obtained from φ by replacing one or more free subject position occur-
rences of a by free subject position occurrences of b.

(2) The principle of universal instantiation of any term a for a generalized indi-
vidual variable x:

(Ulf) vxφ-+φ(a/x).

(3) The principle of universal instantiation of an n-place predicate variable or
constant Pn for a generalized n-place predicate variable:

(UI*) \/F«φ-+φ{Pn/F).

Now because

1RVFVG(R(F, G) ~ V*!. .. VJCΠ[F(JCI, . . . , xn) - G(xu . . . , *„)] )

is an instance of (HSCP*), the following thesis,

(Ind*) VFn\fGn(F= G^ Vxx.. .Vxn[F(xu... ,xn) ++G(xu.. . , * „ ) ] )
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is provable in HST*; and therefore, by a simple induction on the subwffs of φ,
the above restricted version of Leibniz' law can be strengthened into the full
version:

(IX*) tj^ a^b^iΦ^ψ),

where φ is obtained from φ by replacing one or more free occurrences of a by
free occurrences of b (if such a wff exists, and otherwise φ is just φ itself1).
Indiscernibility in HST*, in other words, suffices as a characterization of
identity.

(LL*) is also derivable of course if we simply drop the restriction in (A5)
that only subject position occurrences of a term are to be replaced under the
hypothesis of indiscernibility. (Note: although unimportant in HST*, the
restriction is crucial in certain other theories, specifically the system τ*(*) of
Section 2 in [2], where (Ind%) is disprovable; i.e., the distinction is crucial in
theories in which indiscernibility necessarily fails as a characterization of
identity.) Strengthening (A5) in this way, needless to say, allows us to derive
(Ind*) without resorting to (HSCP*) at all. (We take (Ind*) to be the set of
wffs (Indn), for all n E ω). Now this is significant because given {Ind*), we
can weaken or rather restrict (HSCP*) to just those homogeneously stratified
wffs of the form:

lFnVxx .. .>ixn[F(xu . . . , x n ) «* φ] ,

where Fn is not free in φ and xx,..., xn are pairwise distinct individual variables
occurring free in φ. That is, the original quantifier prefix Vα,. . ., VαΛ

of (HSCP*) can be restricted to those cases where none of ax, . . . , an is a predi-
cate variable.

Proof: Suppose

F(au...,an)~φ

is a homogeneously stratified wff as in the original version of (HSCP*). Let
xx, ..., xn be distinct individual variables new to φ, and let 6, be a variable new
to φ but of the same type as #/. Then, on the basis of (LL*) and the remain-
ing axioms of HST* other than (HSCP*),

φ ~ 3 6 , . . . , ibn[(*i = bx&...&an = bn& φ(bx/ax, ..., bn/an)\

is provable; and since

v * ! . . . Vxn[F(xl9..., xn) ~ 3 6 ! . . . 36Λ[X! = bx&...&xn = bn&

φ(bx/al9...9bn/an)]) ->

(F(au ..., an) - 36i... *bn[ax = bx &.. .& *„ = bn & Φ(6i/tfi,..., bn/an)])

is provable on the basis of (I//*) (which does not itself depend on (HSCP*)),
then by the interchange law for wffs provably equivalent (which also does not
depend on (HSCP*)), universal generalization on ax,..., an, Fn, and tautolo-
gous transformations utilizing (̂ 41) and (Λ2),

3Fvxx... Vxn(F(xx, ...,xn)~3bx...lbn[xx = bx&...&xn = bn&

φ(bx/ax,...,bn/an)})-+

3Fvax.. .Van[F(au . . . , an) ++ φ]
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is also provable without utilizing (HSCP*). Of course since by hypothesis the
consequent of this last conditional is an instance of the original version of
(HSCP*), it follows that the antecedent is also an instance of (HSCP*), and
therefore of the restricted version in question as well. That is, on the basis of
(LL*) and the remaining axioms of HST*, the original version of (HSCP*) is
derivable from the restricted version.

Hereafter, in referring to HST* we shall take this to be the system described
above with (HSCP*) replaced by its restricted version and (̂ 45) replaced by
(LL*) (or by (̂ 45) strengthened in the way indicated). This is an improvement
over the original version, incidentally, if only because it explains why defini-
tionally extending an applied form of HST* by means of an explicit definition
for a predicate constant must have the form of a homogeneously stratified
biconditional:

Vxι...Vxn[Pn(xu...,xn)~φ] ,

where φ is a wff in which the rt-place predicate constant Pn does not occur,
JCI, . . . , xn are distinct individual variables occurring free in φ, and no variables
other than xu...,xn occur free in φ. That is, as is appropriate for any second-
order logic with nominalized predicates, the defining conditions for a new predi-
cate must always be such as to be meaningful for all individuals, whether these
be concrete or abstract, and not just for individuals of a certain type (as might
have been thought on the basis of the original form of (HSCP*)). Definitions
of this form, needless to say, can easily be shown to be noncreative, and defined
predicates are provably eliminable on the basis of the restricted version of
(HSCP*).

3 The grammar of HST* with \-abstracts Given the λ-operator and the fact
that we are dealing with a logic with nominalized predicates, explicit definitions
of predicate constants can be given the even more natural form of an identity
sentence:

Pn= [\xu...,xnφ] ,

where [kxγ.. .xnφ] is a homogeneously stratified λ-abstract. Note that only
individual variables are allowed to be bound by the λ-operator, since to do other-
wise might suggest that we have predicate expressions which on grammatical
grounds alone cannot be meaningfully predicated of all individuals, thereby
defeating the whole point of reconstructing type theory as a second-order
logic. Individual variables, in other words, are subject position indicators par
excellence.

Now in taking the λ-operator as a new primitive logical constant, we shall
describe the syntax of λHST* in terms of the somewhat broader syntax of
HSTχ, i.e., in terms of a syntax which does not require all λ-abstracts to be
homogeneously stratified. For convenience, we identify the (category) types of
the syntax with the set of natural numbers, where semantically 0 is understood
to be the type of all individuals, 1 is the type of all propositions, 2 is the type
of all properties, and n + 1, for n > 1, the type of all fl-ary relations. Accord-
ingly, individual variables are said to be of type 0, and rt-place predicate
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variables are said to be of type n + 1. Where L is a language and n E ω, then
ί/ze meaningful expressions of Z, of type n, in symbols MEn(L), are recursively
defined as follows:

(1) if α is an individual variable or constant in L, then a E ME0(L); and if cr
is an fl-place predicate variable or constant in L, then a E MEn+ι(L);

(2) if 7r E MEn+ι(L) and α i , . . . , flrΛ G M£Ό(£), then π f o , . . . , # „ ) E M£,(L);
(3) if φ E MEι(L) and Jti, . . . , * „ are distinct individual variables, then

[Xxx...xnφ] EMEn+ι(L);
(4) if φ E M£Ί(L), then ~φ E MEX{L)\
(5) if </>, φEME^L), then (φ -• ^) E MEX{L)\
(6) if 0 E MEι(L) and α is an individual or predicate variable, then Vaφ E

(7) if φ E MEX(L), then [λφ] E ME0(L); and
(8) if Λ € ω-{l}, then MEn(L) c ME0(L).

The te/ms1 of a language L, needless to say, are now all of the members of
ME0(L); and for AZ > 0, the members of MEn+ϊ(L) are the Λ-place predicate
expressions of L. Naturally, the wffs of L are now the members of MEX(L).
Note that whereas by clause (8) every predicate expression is a term, not every
wff is also a term; but then, by clause (3), if φ is a wff, so is [λφ], and, by
clause (7), [λφ] is a term. Wffs are terms, in other words, when prefixed by the
λ-operator. (We read [λφ] as *that φf when it occurs in a subject position. The
subject positions of a wff φ or of a complex predicate expression containing φ
are of course any one of the subject or argument positions of the predicate
expressions occurring in φ.) For convenience, we shall also speak of wffs that
are terms as 0-place predicate expressions. We assume the obvious definitions
of bondage and freedom of terms in wffs and λ-abstracts, as well as the notion
of one term being free for another in a wff or λ-abstract.

Now where £ is a meaningful expression, i.e., £ E MEn(L), for some
language L and n E ω, we say that £ is homogeneously stratified iff there is a
function / with the set of terms of L occurring in £ as domain such that: (1) for
all k E ω, all /:-place predicate expressions TΓ of L and all terms au ..., ak of L,
if 7r(#i,..., ak) is a wff occurring in £, then (i) t(at) = /(#,), for 1 < / <
j < k, and (ii) t(π) = t{ax) + 1; and (2) for all k E ω, all individual variables
JCi,..., X/c and all wffs φ of X, if [λxj.. .JfyΦ] occurs in £, then /(x, ) = t(xj),
for 1 < / < j < /:, and f([λ*i... Jfyφ]) = ^(*i) + 1. In terms of this notion we
say that φ is a wffofλHST* iff φ is a wff in which every predicate expression
of the form [λjti.. .xn\l/] is homogeneously stratified. It is clear of course that
not every wff is a wff ofλHST*.

4 The system XHST* In turning now to an axiomatization of XHST* we
again take all tautologous wffs (only now of XHST* as well) and all wffs of
XHST* of the form of (Al), (A2)9 (A3), and (LL*) together with all those of
the following forms:

(Id*) [Xxi...xnP{x\,.. , xn)] = P> where Pn is an /2-place predicate
variable or constant.
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(λ-Conv*) [ λ * i . . .xnφ] (ax, ...,an)++ Φ(ax/xx, . . . , an/xn), where each at

is free for xt in φ.

(HSCP*) 3F"([λxx.. .xnφ] s F), where F Λ does not occur free in φ.

Note that since only wffs of λHST* are involved here, the λ-abstracts
which occur in instances of (λ-Conv*) and (HSCP\) must be homogeneously
stratified. As inference rules we again take modus ponens and universal gener-
alization (as applied to any variable of any type) and we assume that theorem-
hood and derivability from premises are defined as in HST*.

By (LL*) and (A3), the principle (UI* of universal instantiation of any
term for a generalized individual variable is also provable in λHST*. Similarly,
by (LL*) and (HSCP*), the principle of universal instantiation of an n-place
λ-abstract of λHST* for a generalized n-place predicate variable is also prov-
able in λHST*:

(UIJx) VF"0 - φ([λxx. . .xnφ]/Fn),

and therefore, by (Idχ and (LL*), so is the principle (UI%). Of course, also
provable in λHST*, by (LL*), universal generalization, and elementary trans-
formations, is the thesis (Ind*).

The converse of (Ind*), viz., the principle of extensionality:

(Ext*) VF"vG"(Vxx. ..Vxn[F(xl9 ...,xn)~ G(xl9 . . . , *„)] ->F = G),

is not provable in λHST*, however, which is as it should be except for those
theories which explicitly assume otherwise. (Frege would assume (Ext*), though
on his interpretation nominalized predicates do not denote concepts but concept-
correlates.) We would clearly want to reject (Ext*), for example, if we were to
introduce the modal operator D into the grammar of λHST* along with, say,
the axioms of 55 modal propositional logic, the Carnap-Barcan wff for quan-
tifiers and D, and the rule of modal generalization into λHST* itself—calling
the result \3λHST*. In that case, however, it is not clear that we would also
want to reject the corresponding principle of intensionality2:

(DExt*) VF'VGΉDV*,... vxn[F(xu . . . , * „ ) ~ G(xx, .. .,xn)]-+F= G).

One of the benefits of assuming either (Ext*) or (ΠExt*) is that we are
able on that basis to eliminate all occurrences of the λ-operator; that is, the wffs
of λHST* are in that case reducible to those of HST*). Thus, using (LL*),
(UI%λ), (λ-Conv*) and elementary transformations, the following lemma is
easily provable. (We use '(D)' to indicate the corresponding lemma in case
(ΏExt*) and ΏλHST* are used instead of (Ext*) and λHST*.)

Lemma3 If φ, ψ are wffs of λHST* and Fn does not occur in φ or φ, then:

UPϊEx**) \π)XHsr φ " iF"l(ϋ)*Xι Vx,(F(x1?. ..,xn)~φ)

&φ(Fn/[\xι...xnψ])] .

Accordingly, since the λ-abstracts occurring in any wff φ of λHST* always
occur in certain subwffs of φ relative to which those occurrences are free (even
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if they are not free in the broader context of φ itself), then by systematically
interchanging these subwffs with λ-free subwffs on the basis of the above
lemma, we are able to establish the following λ-elimination theorem.4

λ-Elimination Theorem For every wffφ ofλHST* there is a λ-free wffψ
of \HST* such that ψ is homogeneously stratified if φ is, and

It follows, accordingly, that if λHST* + (Ext*) is a conservative extension
of HST* + (Ext*) and HST* + (Ext*) is consistent, then so is (Ώ)λHST* +
((D)βtf *)• (Note that ΏλHST* + (ΏExt*) is easily shown to be consistent if
λHST* + (Ext*) is consistent, by simply interpreting D as double negation.)
We assume in the statement of the following theorem what we show in
Section 6; viz., that λHST* + (Ext*) is a conservative extension of HST* +
(Ext*).

Theorem If HST* + (Ext*) is consistent, then so is (Π)λHST* + ((O)Ext*).

In [2], incidentally, we showed that HST* is consistent if monadic HST*
is; and, furthermore, by using a result from [4], that monadic HST* + (Ext*)
is consistent if weak Zermelo set theory is consistent. (Weak Zermelo set
theory is the restriction of Zermelo set theory to those instances of the
Aussonderungsaxiom in which all quantifiers are limited or restricted, i.e., have
the forms (Vx G y)φ or (3Λ: G y)φ.) Accordingly, it follows that if weak
Zermelo set theory is consistent, then so is (Ώ)λHST* + ((Π)Ext*).

Theorem If weak Zermelo set theory is consistent, then so is (Π\)λHST* +
((Π)Ext*).

Finally, where n Φ k, it might be noted that despite the apparent plausi-
bility of

(InP) vF"vGk(F*G)

as a thesis of HST* or λHST*, it is not a theorem of either. We have avoided
taking it as a basic axiom schema here only because the set of its instances
amounts to requiring that there be at least a potential infinity of individuals. The
thesis is plausible, moreover, primarily only for the Platonist who identifies the
individual denoted by a nominalized predicate with the property or relation
designated by that predicate when it occurs in a predicate position. It need not
be accepted by a Fregean, for example, who denies that concepts are individu-
als and who interprets nominalized predicates as standing not for concepts but
for concept-correlates. In either case, however, it can be shown that if weak
Zermelo set theory together with an axiom of infinity is consistent then so is
λHST*+ (Inf*).

5 The system HST£ We turn now to our second goal, viz., the formulation
of a system HSTχ which does not restrict itself grammatically to homogene-
ously stratified λ-abstracts but which takes only those properties and relations
to be individuals that are already posited as such in HST*. The fulfillment of
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this goal, however, at least insofar as every λ-abstract (homogeneously strati-
fied or not) will express a concept (as a value of the bound predicate variables),
requires that we drop the (axiomatic) assumption (A3) that every nominalized
predicate expression actually denotes an individual (as a value of the bound indi-
vidual variables). That is, the quantificational logic contained in HSTχ must be
free of existential presuppositions regarding singular terms. We do this initially
by replacing (A3) with

(A3') Vy3x(x = y)9

and allow for the possible truth of ~3x(a = x).
This is not the only change that will be required, however; e.g., (Ind*) will

no longer be validated except in the qualified form:

(3/Ind*) vF«VG"(3y(F = y) & (F = G) -> Mxx... Vxn[F(xu . . . , * „ ) -

G(xl9...,xn)])9

and therefore (LL*) will no longer hold in general either, though (LL*), i.e.,
Leibniz' law for subject position occurrences, remains unproblematic. (LL*)
and (3/Ind*) will of course validate the following qualified form of (LL*):

(3/LL*) lx(a = x) -> [a = b -> (φ ~ φ)],

where x is not free in #, and ψ is obtained from φ by replacing one or more free
occurrences of a by free occurrences of b.

Note that since every λ-abstract will express a concept (as a value of the
bound predicate variables), the following comprehension principle:

(CPJ) 3F"([\xx...xnφ]=F)

will be valid even in those cases where

~3y([\xλ...xnφ] =y)

is provable (such as will hold for the λ-abstract [λx3G(x Ξ G & ~G(x))]).
However, since (LL*), and (Ind*) in particular, fails in general, (CP*) will not
suffice to validate (672\) (as applied now to arbitrary λ-abstracts). (C//2\) is
valid, however, and it trivially implies (CP*) as well as

3Fn([\Xι.. .xnφ] Ξ F& vxx... Vxn[F(xu ...,xn)~φ]) ,

and for this reason we will take (UI^x) rather than (CP\) as an axiom schema
of HST*. Similarly, insofar as (3/Ind*) does not suffice to validate

O/IdJ) [\xι.. .xnP(xu . .,xn)] = P& [P(al9..., an)**[λxι.. .xnP{xu.. ,
xn)](ai9...9an)]9

we shall replace (Idχ) by (3/Idχ).
Finally, although

[\xγ.. ,xnφ] (au. ..9an)-* φ(ax/xu . . . , an/xn)

remains valid, where each at is free for xt in φ, nevertheless its converse fails to
also be valid. (A λ-abstract binds individual variables, after all, and therefore
can be true only of values of the bound individual variables.) However, where
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no Xi is free in any aJy (λ-Conv*) can be validated in the following qualified
form:

(3/λ-Conv*) [λxt.. .xnφ](au . . . , an) ++ 3x{... 3xn(aγ Ξ= χx &. . .& an =

Because arbitrary wffs with arbitrary λ-abstracts are now allowed, we need
the following notion in order to stipulate that the properties and relations of
HST* are individuals in HSTχ Accordingly, we say that a meaningful expres-
sion £ is bound to individuals iff for all n E ω, all «-place predicate variables
Fn, and all wffs ψ, if vFnψ is a subwff of £, then for some individual variable
x and some wff χ, ψ is [3x(F" = x) -• χ ] . (Semantically, this amounts to
stipulating that the bound predicate variables occurring in £ refer only to prop-
erties and relations which are individuals. Such a notion is pointless in λHST*,
needless to say, since by (A3) every wff of λHST* is provable in that system
to a wff which is bound to individuals.) The relevant axiom, accordingly, is the
following nominalized version of (HSCPχ)ι

(3/HSCP?) 3y(a{ = y) &...& 3y(ak = y) -> 3y([λxγ.. .xnφ] ^ j ) ,

where [\xx.. .xnφ] is homogeneously stratified, φ is bound to individuals, y is
an individual variable not occurring free in φ, and a\,..., ak are all the vari-
ables or nonlogical constants occurring free in [λxx.. .xnφ].

Finally, by an axiom of HST£ we understand any wff which is tautologous
or of one of the forms (Al)y (A2), (A3'), (LL*)9 (3/Ind*)9 (3//c/λ*), ( 3 /
λ-Conv*), (UIix), or (3///SCPχ). (Again, it should be emphasized that we are
dealing now with all wffs, whether they are also wffs of λHST* or not, i.e.,
whether the λ-abstracts they contain are homogeneously stratified or not. This
is important since when restricted to the wffs of λHST* every axiom of HSTx
is a theorem of λHST*. The instances of (A3) which are refutable in HSTχ, in
other words, all involve λ-abstracts which are not homogeneously stratified.) We
take modus ponens and universal generalization to be the only inference rules
of HST*, and we assume that theoremhood and derivability from premises is
defined for HSTx in the way it is defined for λHST*.

Note that since (̂ 45) is not an axiom of HST£, the principle (UI*) of
universal instantiation of any term for a generalized individual variable is not
provable in HST\ except in the following qualified form:

(3/UIf) 3y(a = y)-+ [Vx0 -> φ(a/x)],

where a is free for x in φ and y is an individual variable which does not occur
free in a. By (t//2*λ) and (3/Id*), however, (UI*) is provable in //S7χ without
qualification.

The second-order universal instantiation thesis (t// | λ), incidentally, should
not be confused with the different principle:

(UI£) VFnφ->s£{Xι- -Xn)φ\9

which is not provable in HSTx and in fact is refutable for certain instances.
E.g., by (l/λ-Conv*),

h ^ lλxF(x)](a) ^ lx(a =x) ,
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where x is not free in a; and therefore by (3/Idχ) and (UG),

\j^;VF[F(a)^3x(a = x)] .

That is, according to HST*, only real individuals have properties (which is not
the same as to say that wffs containing denotationless singular terms cannot be
true). Thus, if per contra the above universal instantiation principle (UI2) of
wffs for predicate variables were provable in HSTχ9 then by substituting
~3x(a 3- x) for F(a) in the above theorem, it would follow that (A3) is prov-
able in HST\ after all; i.e., every term would in that case denote a real individ-
ual according to i/STχ.

With arbitrary λ-abstracts, however, there are terms for which it is provable
that they must fail to denote a real individual. In particular, it is provable in
HST* that there is no such individual as the Russell property:

[j^~3y([λx3G(x=G&~G(x))]=y) ,

and similarly that there is no such individual as the Russell (binary) relation:

t7^Fi~3y([λxz3R(x = R&~R(x,z))]=y)

and therefore the above instantiation principle (UI2) is actually disprovable in
HSTχ when ψ is ~3x(α s χ)9 where a is either of these λ-abstracts, and φ is the
above theorem that only real individuals have properties in HST£.

One interesting consequence of the theorem that only real individuals can
have properties, incidentally, is the further thesis that nonreal "individuals" are
indiscernible from one another:

h ^ ~3x(a ^ x) & ~3χ(b = χ)-+a = b ,

where x is not free in either a or b. Thus, in particular, every property which
the Russell property has the Russell relation also has, and conversely; that is,

\—p [λx3G(x=G&~G(x))] = [λxZ3R(x = R&~R(x, z))] ,
HSTχ

and therefore by (EGζx), i.e., by the contrapositive of (£//|λ),

In other words, the thesis (Inf*) is refutable in HSTχ> The qualified version of
this thesis, however, i.e., where n Φ k,

(3/Inf*) vF"vGk[3x(F = x) v 3x(G = x)-+FΦG],

is not refutable in HST* and in fact can be shown to be consistent in HST* if
HST* + (Inf*) is consistent.

Finally, although (Ind*) holds in HSTx only in its qualified form, there
is no problem about its converse, (Ext*). That is, although (Ext*) is not
provable in HST* (which is as it should be), nevertheless it can be shown that
HSTx + (Ext*) is consistent if HST* + (Ext*) is. Similarly, where HSTχΠ

stands to HST* the way \3\HST* stands to \HST*y i.e., where HSTχΠ is
HSTx supplemented with the 55 modal propositional logic, the Carnap-Barcan
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wffs for quantifiers and D, and the rule of modal generalization, then it can be
shown that HSTχΠ + (DExt*) is consistent if HST* + (Ext*) is.

Given either (Ext*) or (ΠExt*), needless to say, we can prove a λ-
elimination theorem for HSTχ just the way we did for XHST*. However,
because (UI*) does not hold in HSTx except in its qualified form, the leading
lemma for this result must be stated in the following somewhat more complex
form.

Lemma IfΦ,Ψ are wffs, Fn and yu . . . ,yn do not occur in either φ or ψ,
and [\xι. .xnψ](alι9...,aXn),..., [\xx. . .xnψ] (akι,. . ., akfl) are all the
subwffs of φ in which [Xxx... xnψ] occurs free in φ in a predicate position,
then where

Xi =df (P)(F(aiι9 . . .,#,„) ~ 3JΊ . . . lyn[aiχ = yλ

&...&ain=yn& ψ(yι/xι,.. .,yn/xn)]) ,

((Ώ)Ext*) ^ ^ φ ~ iFnl(Π)vXι... Vxn(F(xl9. ..,xn)~ψ)

&χιV...&χk&φ(Fn/[\xι...xnφ])] .

λ-Elimination Theorem For each wffφ there is a λ-free wffψ such that ψ
is homogeneously stratified if φ is, and ((D)Ext*) f—— — (Φ++Ψ).

6 An extensional Fregean semantics for nominalized predicates A Fregean
interpretation of nominalized predicates, we have already noted, interprets such
occurrences as standing not for the concepts these predicates stand for when
occurring in predicate positions but for certain individuals called concept-
correlates. Now whether or not we agree with Frege that what predicates stand
for in predicate positions cannot themselves be individuals, the idea of a corre-
lation between such entities and individuals can nevertheless be easily incorpo-
rated into the well-known semantics or model theory of standard second-order
logic in such a way as to provide a simple and direct semantics for nominalized
predicates as well. Of course, because this sort of semantics is extensional to
begin with, the one drawback in proceeding in this way is that we validate
(Ext*). (Later, in intensionalizing this semantics, we validate (ΏExt*) instead.)

Now we do not claim that the extensional (and later intensional) frames and
models described below provide the intended interpretation of either XHST* or
HST* (unless of course one adopts either an extensional or intensional Fregean
view of properties and relations as unsaturated entities). What we do claim,
however, is that these frames and models serve as a guide into the structure, if
not the specific content, of whatever one might take to be the intended interpre-
tation of either XHST* or HST*; and in that regard they provide an important
and indispensible service which should not be shunned. In particular, because
they contain the general frames and models of standard second-order logic, the
Fregean frames and models for XHST* and HSTx allow us to exploit and
utilize the well-known techniques and results of standard model theory. Thus,
because of the completeness of XHST* + (Ext*) and HST* + (Ext*) with
respect to the appropriate classes of Fregean frames and models, we are able to
prove the consistency of HSTx + (Ext*) (and therefore of HSTx alone) relative
to the already proved consistency of HST* + (Ext*) relative to weak Zermelo
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set theory. Of course, once we are assured of the consistency of //5Γχ (to the
extent that we are assured of the consistency of weak Zermelo set theory), we
can, as it were, kick away the Fregean semantical ladder we have climbed and
adopt HSTx as a semantical framework in its own right from which to view the
world (especially from the perspective of natural language). For those who do
not believe in the reality of this view of the world, on the other hand, the
Fregean semantics we provide below can help them better understand, or at least
to model, what they take to be the ravings of those who do.

Accordingly, by an extensional Fregean frame let us understand an indexed
triple 2ί = <D, Xn, f)neω such that (1) D is a nonempty domain of discourse;
(2) for n E ω, Xn is a nonempty subset of (S>(Dn)\ and (3) there is a set D' such
that D <Ξ D' and/is a function with D' U \JXn as domain such that for all

d E D\ f(d) = d9 and for n E ω, K E Xm f(K) E Df. We take the function/
in this definition to represent the Fregean correlation of objects with concepts.
We add to this correlation the identity function on the superset D' only for the
convenience of the semantic definitions that are to follow. Note that by defini-
tion D' = rng(f); i.e., D' consists of all the Fregean correlates of the objects
and concepts represented in the frame. It is this set, it should be noted, which
we shall take as the range of values of the free individual variables. Of course,
Z>, the domain of discourse, is taken as the range of values of the bound indi-
vidual variables, and in frames of models of λHST* it will turn out that
D = D' = mg(f). Note that a frame is standard, incidentally, if Xn = (?(Dn),
for all n E ω.5

Now by an assignment (of values to variables) in an extensional Fregean
frame defined as above we understand a function A with the set of variables (of
all types) as domain such that: (1) for all n E ω and all Fn, A(Fn) E Xm and
(2) A(x) E rng(f)9 for all individual variables x. In addition, where L is a
language, 21 is an extensional Fregean frame, and g is a function with L as
domain such that: (1) g(Pn) E Xm for all tf-place predicate constants in L and
(2) g(c) E rng(f), for all individual constants in L, then we say that / =
(g, 2l> is an (extensional) model for L. Also, for convenience, where n E ω, we
identify the set of possible extensions of type n in 21 as follows:

(1) Exto# = D
(2) Extn+ιt% = Xn.

If L is a language and / = <g, 21} is an extensional model for L, then
we shall say that / is a general model for L if there is a semantic function
extj defined for each assignment A in 21 in such a way that extIΛ is a func-
tion with \jMEn(L) as domain such that for n E ω and ξ E MEn+i(L),

nGω

exti,A(£) £ Extn+i^ and also satisfying the following conditions:

(1) if ξ is a variable, then extIyA(ζ) - Ai£)\ and if ξ is a descriptive
constant in L, then extIyA(ξ) = g(ξ);

(2) if ξ is τc(au...,ak), where TΓ E MEk+ι{L) and au . . . , ak E ME0(L),
then extItA(ξ) = 1 iff (f(extItA(aι)),... J{exthMak))) E extIA(τ)\

(3) if ξ is [\xι...xkφ], where φ eME{(L), then ext/tA(ξ) = {<<?,,.. .,
dk) EDk: extItA(dι/Xlt...idk/Xk)(φ) = 1};
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(4) if ξ is ~φ, where φ G MEX(L), then etf/fyl(£) = 1 iff extUA(φ) = 0;
(5) if I is (φ -• i/0, where φ, ^ G MEX(L), then etf/^ίS) = ί iff either

ext/tA(Φ) = 0 or extίtA(ψ) = 1;
(6) if ξ is V#φ, where φ G MEX(L) and # is a variable of type fc, then

exti,A(ξ) = 1 iff for all JeExtk^9 extI>Ά(J/a)(φ) = 1; and
(7) if ξ is [λφ], where φ G MEX(L), then extf/fi4((-) = extίfΛ(φ).

If H is a standard Fregean frame, needless to say, then such a semantic
function as ext/ is easily seen to exist. But whether 21 is standard or not, given
such a function we can define the satisfaction and truth of a wff φ of L as
follows:

(1) A satisfies φ in I iff extΪA(φ) = 1; and
(2) φ is true in I iff every assignment in 21 satisfies φ in /.

The semantic function ext/, it should be noted, is defined for all meaning-
ful expressions of L and not just for those which are well-formed in λHST*, i.e.,
those in which every λ-abstract is homogeneously stratified. For convenience,
let us say that a model / is a general model for L (λHST*) if there is a semantic
function extf defined as above for all assignments A in 21 and all meaningful
expressions of L which are well-formed in λHST* regardless whether extIyΛ is
also defined for expressions containing λ-abstracts which are not homogeneously
stratified. Note that although every general model for L is a general model for
L(λHST*), not every general model for L(λHST*) need also be a general
model for L.

Whether /is a general model for L or only for L(λHST*), note that every
instance of (Ext*), (Al), (A2), (A3'), (LLX*), (3/λ-Co^z;*), (3//rfλ*), and
therefore (Id*) as well, for which extj is defined is true in /. Every instance of
(LL*) for which extf is defined would be true in / if every instance of (Ind*)
were true in /; but note that there are some general models in which instances
of (Ind*) are false (such as those for the system τ*(*) of [1]). Also if every
instance of (Ind*) were true in /, then where Sί = (D, Xmf)n^ω is the Fregean
frame upon which /is based, it would follow that/ \Xn is one-to-one, for all
nGω. If every instance of (̂ 45) for which extj is defined is also true in /, then
every instance of (λ-Conv*) for which extj is defined is also true in /, and,
moreover, D = rng(f).

Now we shall say that / is a model of λHST* + (Ext*) iff for some
language L, / is a general model for L(λHST*) in which every instance of
(A3), (HSCPx) and (Ind*) which is a wff of L and of λHST* is true. It
follows, accordingly, that if / is a model of λHST* + (Ext*) then every
theorem of λHST* + (Ext*) which is a wff of L is true in /.

Similarly, we shall say that / is a model of HSTx + (Ext*) iff for some
language L, / is a general model for L in which every instance of (C//|λ),
(3/HSCP*) and (1/Ind*) which is a wff of L is true. Accordingly, if / is a
model of HST* + (Ext*), then every theorem of HST* + (Ext*) which is a wff
of L is true in /. Note, incidentally, that since vE3x(E = x) is true in any model
of λHST* + (Ext*) and false in any model of HSTx + (Ext*), then no model
of the one system is a model of the other.
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Finally, if Γ U {φ} is a set of wffs, then we define logical consequence in
λHST* + (Ext*) and HST* + (Ext*), respectively, as follows:

(1) r I φ iff Γ U {φ} is a set of wffs of λHST* and for all lan-

guages L, all general models / = (g, 21} for L(λHST*) and all assign-
ments A in 21, if / is a model of λHST* + (βtf *), Γ U {</>} is a set of
wffs of L, and 4̂ satisfies every member of Γ in /, then A satisfies φ
in /; and

(2) Γ I φ iff for all languages L, all general models / = (g, 21)
MSTχ 4- {Ext )

for L, and all assignments A in 21, if / is a model of HST* + (Ext*),
Γ U {</>} is a set of wffs of L, and A satisfies every member of Γ in /,
then A satisfies φ in /.

Because the proof of the following completeness theorems is similar to that
for the completeness theorems of the intensional semantics which is to follow
we avoid giving the details of the proof here.

Completeness theorem for λHST* + (Ext*) //ΓU {</>} is a set of wffs of
λHST*, then:

Completeness theorem for HST* + (Ext*) //ΓU {φ} is a set of wffs, then:

Finally, since a model of λHST* + (Ext*) is based on what in [2] we
called a homogeneously stratified Fregean frame, then it follows that /is a model
of λHST* + (Ext*) iff it is also a model of HST* + (Ext*) as defined in [2].
Accordingly, by the above completeness theorem for λHST* + (Ext*) and the
completeness theorem for HST* + (Ext*) in [2], it follows that a λ-free wff is
a theorem of λHST* + (Ext*) iff it is already a theorem of HST* + (Ext*);
i.e., λHST* + (Ext*) is a conservative extension of HST* + (Ext*).

Theorem λHST* + (Ext*) is a conservative extension of HST* + (Ext*).

7 The relative consistency of HST* + (Ext*) to λHST* + (Ext*) A com-
pleteness theorem, it might be objected, does not show that a system is con-
sistent, and in particular it does not show that there are any models of
λHST* + (Ext*) or HSTx + (Ext*). However, since we have already shown
that λHST* + (Ext*) is consistent relative to monadic HST* + (Ext*), and that
monadic HST* + (Ext*) ( + (Inf*)) is consistent relative to weak Zermelo set
theory ( + (inf)), then it follows that there is a model of λHST* + (Ext*)
( + (Inf*)) if weak Zermelo set theory ( + (/«/)) is consistent. We now show
that any model of λHST* + (Ext*) ( + (Inf*)) can be converted into a model
of HSTt+(Ext*) ( + (l/Inf*)).

Theorem If λHST* + (Ext*) ( + (Inf*)) is consistent, then so is HSTχ +
(Ext*)( + (1/Inf*)).
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Proof: Suppose λHST* + (Ext*) ( + (Inf*)) is consistent and that L is any
language. Then, by the completeness theorem there is a model / = (g, 21) of
λHST* + (Ext*), i.e., a general model / for L(λHST*) in which every wff of
L which is a theorem of λHST* + (Ext*) is true. Where 3ί = (D, Xn,f)nGω, let
yΛ = (P(Dn), for Λ G ω, and let/λ be that function with D U | J Yn as domain

such that fλ(d) =f(d) = rf, for all rfGA and for Λ G ω, # E Yn°f\(K) =f(K)
\ΪKEXm and otherwise/λ(^) = <#, £>>; and finally let 2ίλ = <£>, 7Λ, A> π e ω .
It is clear of course that 2ίχ is an extensional Fregean frame and that /λ = <g,
2ίχ> is a general model for L (since 2ίχ is standard). It remains only to show,
accordingly, that every wff of L which is an instance of either (L72*λ), (3/
HSCPx) or (3/Ind*) (or of (3/Λi/*) if (Λι/*) is true in /) is true in /λ.

(1) We note first that by construction, for all assignments A in §lλ and all
n G ω: A satisfies 3x(y Ξ X) in /λ iff A(y) G D\ and >1 satisfies aj^T7" = x) in
/λ iff A(Fn) G Xn. (Observe that Dx G Xx since f——; Vγ[λx(x = x)](y), and

therefore for all d G D, (d) e Dι E X{. Thus, if Λ(rf/κ) satisfies (y = x) in /λ,
for somedE A then (A(A(y))) eDι; and since fχ(A(y)) =A(y), by defi-
nition, then A(y) G D. Similarly, if A(d/x) satisfies (F = x) in /λ, then
fλ(A(d/x)(F"))ED9 and since A(d/x)(Fn) =A(Fn)), then fλ(A(F")) G D.
But if A(Fn) <£ Xm then/λ(^l(FΛ)) = (A(Fn)y D), which is impossible if
fx(A(Fn)) G D. That is, if A satisfies 3x(F = x) in 7λ, then A(Fn) G Xn. The
converse direction in both cases is similar but even more trivial.)

(2) By a simple induction on MEn(L), for n G ω, we note that for all
£ G MEn(L), if ζ is bound to individuals, every λ-abstract occurring in ξ
is homogeneously stratified, and A, B are assignments in 81 and 8lλ, respec-
tively, such that for all variables a free in ξ, A(a) = B(a), then extιfA(ζ) —
extίλyB(Si) (We consider only the quantifier case where £ is of the form yϊFnφi

for some wff φ of L. Note that since £ is bound to individuals, then φ must be
of the form (3x(F =x) -> ψ); and therefore, by (1) above and the inductive
hypothesis, extfλiB(\/F"φ) = 1 iff for all KG Xn, ext/^^/fn^φ) = 1; i.e., iff
extIiΛ(^Fnφ) = i . )

(3) Every wff of L which is an instance of (L7|λ) is true in 7λ. (This is an
immediate consequence of the fact that each Yn of 2Iχ is "full", i.e., Yn =
(?(Dn).)

(4) Every wff of L which is an instance of (3/HSCPχ) is true in 7λ.
(To show this, assume A is an assignment in 2ίχ which satisfies ^y(at = y)
in 7λ, for each variable or nonlogical constant #/ free in [λx\.. .xnφ), where
[λx\.. .xnφ] is homogeneously stratified, φ is bound to individuals, and y is
new to φ. Note that by (1) above, A(ai) G D if at is an individual variable, and
A(aj) G Xk if ύr, is a £-place predicate variable, for all k G ω. Now let 5 be any
assignment in 21 such that B(dj) = A(ai) (and of course, by the preceding note,
there must be at least one such assignment). Note that by (A3),

\χήF*y([kxι...XnΦ\ =>0 ,

and therefore B satisfies ly([kx\.. .xnΦ\ Ξ y) in Λ from which it follows, by
(2) above, that A satisfies 3^([λJCi.. .xnφ] Ξ y) in 7λ.)
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(5) Every instance of (3/Ind*) is true in /λ. This follows from the fact that

^ ly(F" = y)& (F" = Gn) - 3y(G" = y) ,

and therefore

V x 1 . . . v ^ [ F ( x 1 , . . . , x J ~ G ( x 1 , . . . , *„)]])] .

But the right-hand side of this last theorem is a wff bound to individuals and,
by (A3), is equivalent in λHST* to (Ind*), which, by hypothesis, is true in /.
Therefore, by (2) above, (3/Ind*) is true in 7λ.

(6) Every instance of (3/Inf*) is true in 7λ if every instance of (Inf*) is
true in /. (Note that where n Φ k,

Y—μ 3x(Fn Ξ x) & ~3x(Gk = χ)-+FnΦGk ,
HST\

h-— ~3x(F" = x)& 3x(Gk = x) -> F " mGk ,

Jib 1\

and therefore by tautologous transformations,

h— [3x(Fn Ξ x) v 3x(Gk = x)-+FnΦ Gk] -
HST\

[3x(Fn s x) & iχ(Gk = x) -+ Fn ψ Gk] .
Thus, by universal generalization and distribution:

b—τ (3/Inf*)~vFnvGk[3x(F=x) &3x(G=y)-+FnΦGk .

But the right-hand side here is bound to individuals and, by (A3), is equivalent
to (Inf*) in λHST*. That is, the right-hand side is true in / if (Inf*) is true in
/; and therefore by (2) above, the right-hand side is true in 7λ if (Inf*) is true
in /. But by (3)-(5), 7λ is a model of HSTx + (Ext*), and therefore (3/Inf*) is
true in 7λ if (Inf*) is true in 7.)

8 An ίntensίonal Fregean semantics for nominalized predicates Let us now
add the necessity operator D to our list of primitive logical constants (and
take 0 as an abbreviation of ~ D ~ ) . Where L is a language, let us add the
following clause to the recursive definition of a meaningful expression of L:

(9) if φ G ME{(L), then Πφ G MEX(L)\

and let us understand all our previous definitions about the wffs of L, the wffs
of λHST*, etc., to now include expressions with D as well.

We intensionalize the extensional Fregean semantics given in Section 6 as
follows. A doubly indexed triple {D, Xn9 fi)neω,ieiv^ said to be an intensional
Fregean frame if: (1) D and W are nonempty sets, (2) Xn g (?(Dn) w, for
n G ω, and (3) there is a set D' such that D^D' and for / G W> f is a function
with Dr U \JXn as domain such that f(d) = d, for all d G D\ and for

n G ω, K G Xn, f(K) G Df. We take W to be the set of possible worlds (or
possible contexts of use) of the frame. Properties and relations (or concepts) are
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then represented by functions from possible worlds to extensions of the relevant
type. The frame is said to be standard if Xn = (9{Dn) w, for all n E ω.

As in the extensional frames we take the set D of an intcnsional Fregean
frame to be the domain of discourse of "real" individuals, i.e., D is the range
of values of bound individual variables. Free individual variables, as in the exten-
sional semantics, are allowed to range over the superset D' which by definition
is identical with \Jrng(fi). Note that we allow nominalized predicates to

iew
denote different individuals in different possible worlds. This is allowed in order
to accommodate those Fregeans who interpret nominalized predicates as denot-
ing the extensions of the concepts otherwise expressed by these predicates in their
role as predicates. (A concept's extension in one possible world, needless to say,
need not be the same as its extension in a different possible world.) Having made
this allowance, however, we shall not in fact pursue such an interpretation of
nominalized predicates here — or rather we shall not when dealing with the inten-
sional models of ΠλHST* + (ΠExt*) and HST£Π + (ΏExt*). For that pur-
pose we say that an intensional Fregean frame as defined above is rigid if
for all /, j E W, f, = fj. It is only on the assumption of rigidity, in other
words, that we will be able to validate vF"vGn[F = G-> D ( F s G)] and reject
1F"3G"[F=G&O(FΦG)].

Note that the domain of discourse of an intensional Fregean frame is
common to all the possible worlds (or contexts of use) in the frame. We assume
in this regard that being-the-value-of-a-bound-individual-variable is a semantic
property which corresponds only to the being of an individual and not to its
concrete existence, where the latter is a property which an individual can have
in some possible worlds and not have in others. Thus if properties and relations
are individuals, then their being as individuals should not be identified with their
existence in a given possible world; and, indeed, if by existence we mean (world
bound) concrete existence, then properties and relations are individuals which
cannot exist. (Cf. [3] for a development of such a view.) The individuals denoted
by nominalized predicates, in other words, all have being (as values of the bound
individual variables), but it might be that none of these individuals ever exist if
existence can be a property only of concrete individuals. We shall not concern
ourselves here, however, with the representation of (concrete) existence, and we
leave its analysis to more specialized applications of \J\HST* or HST£Π.

Now where 21 = (D, Xn9 fi)n<Ξω,iew is an intensional Fregean frame,
we say that A is an assignment in 21 if A is a function with the set of vari-
ables as domain such that: (1) for all n E ω, all Ai-place predicate variables Fn,
A(Fn) E Xn and (2) for all individual variables x, A(x) E U rng(fi). In addi-

iew
tion, if L is a language and g is a function with L as domain such that for
n E ω and Pn E L, g{Pn) E Xn, and for each individual constant c E L,
g(c) €Ξ U rng(fi), then we say that / = (g, 21) is an intensional model for L.

iew
Individual constants are interpreted as "rigid designators", incidentally, since
we will be concerned below only with rigid intensional Fregean frames. We now
identify the set of possible intensions of type n in 21 as follows:

(1) Int0Λ = D,
(2)Intn+un=Xn.
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If L is a language and / = (g, 21) is an intensional model for L, then we
shall say that / is a general intensional model for L if there is a semantic func-
tion intj defined for each assignment A in 21 in such a way that intIA is a
function with (JME n(L) as domain such that for n E ω and £ E MEn+ι(L),

inti,A(ζ) Ξ Intn+\^ and also satisfying the following conditions for all / E JΓ:

(1) if ξ is a variable, then intj A(ζ) =A(ξ); and if ξ E L, then intjA(ξ) =

(2) if ξ is 7τ(^!,. . . , * * ) , where τEMEk+ι(L) andau. .. ,akeME0(L),
then intItA(ξ)(i) = 1 iff </•(//!*/,>! ( * i ) ) , . . . ,Mnt!tA(ak))) E
intItA(τr)(i)',

(3) if £ is [\xx.. . x*φ], where φ E M ^ ( L ) , then intItA(ξ)(i) = {{du

dk) eDk: intItMdι/Xlt,.mtdk/Xk)(φ)(i) = 1};
(4) if ξ is ~φ, where φ E MEX{L), then intIfA(ζ)(i) = 1 iff intItA(φ)(i) = 0;
(5) if £ is Dφ, where φ E MEX{L), then wiv^(£)(/) = 1 iff for ally E ff,

intJtA(φ)(j) = 1;
(6) if £ is (φ -> M, where Φ, ̂  E MEX{L), then intίyA(ξ)(i) = 1 iff either

intItA(Φ)(i) = 0 or intItA(φ)(i) = 1;
(7) if £ is V#φ, where φ E MEX(L) and # is a variable of type /:, then

intIfA(ξ)(i) = 1 iff for all Je Intktfί, intItMJ/a)(φ)(i) = 1; and
(8) if ξ is [λφ], where φ E MEλ(L), then intUA(£) = intItA(φ).

The existence of the semantic function intj is assured, needless to say, if
21 is a standard intensional Fregean frame. But, again, whether 21 is standard or
not, given such a function we can define satisfaction, truth, and validity in / of
a wff φ of L as follows, where A is an assignment in 2ί and / E W:

(1) A satisfies φ in I at i iff intIfA(φ)(i) = 1;
(2) φ is true in I at i iff every assignment in 21 satisfies φ in / at /; and
(3) φ is valid in I iff for all j E W, φ is true in / at j.

As in Section 6, we observe that intj is defined for all meaningful expres-
sions of L and not just for those that are well-formed in ΠλHST*. For the
restricted class of meaningful expressions let us say that / is a general intensional
model for L(\DλHST*) if there is a semantic function intj defined as above for
all assignments A in 21 and all meaningful expressions of L which are well
formed in ΠλHST* regardless whether intj is also defined for meaningful
expressions of L containing λ-abstracts which are not homogeneously stratified.
Again, we observe that although every general intensional model for L is a
general intensional model for L(ΠλHST*), the converse does not also hold.

Whether /is a general intensional model for L or only for L(Dλ//5T*),
however, note that every instance of (ΠExt*), (Al), (A2), (A3'), (3A-
Conv*)9 (3/Idχ), and (Idχ) for which intj is defined is valid in /. If /is based
on a rigid intensional Fregean frame, then every instance of (LL*) for which
intj is defined is valid in /; and, as in Section 6, if every instance of (Ind*) is
also valid in /, then every instance of (LL*) for which intj is defined is valid in
/. Note also, however, that any instance of any one of the following modal
schemas for which intj is defined is also valid in /:
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(Ml) Ώφ -> φ
(M2) Π(φ-+ψ)-+ (Πφ->Πψ)
(M3) Oφ-+ΠOφ
(M4) VaΠφ <-+ ΠVaφ (where a is any variable).

Accordingly, where ΠλHST* is the result of adding all wffs of λHST*
which are instances of the above modal theses to the axioms of λHST* (now
understood to apply to wffs with D as well) along with the rule of modal
generalization as a new primitive inference rule, we shall say that a general inten-
sional model for L(ΠλHST*) is an intensional model of ΠλHST* + (ΏExt*)
iff / is based on a rigid intensional Fregean frame and every wff of L which is
a wff of ΠλHST* and an instance of (A3), (HSCP£), or (Ind*) is valid in /.
It follows, of course, that if/is an intensional model of ΠλHST* + (ΏExt*),
then every theorem of ΠλHST* + (ΏExt*) which is a wff of L is valid in /.

Similarly, where //SΓχΠ is HST£ supplemented with the same modal
theses (but for all wffs, not only just those with homogeneously stratified
λ-abstracts) and the new rule of inference, we say that a general intensional
model for a language L is an intensional model o///STχΠ + (ΏExt*) iff / is
based on a rigid intensional Fregean frame and every wff of L which is an
instance of (ί//2\), (1/HSCPχ) or (3/Ind*) is valid in /. Accordingly, if/is an
intensional model of //S7χΠ + (ΏExt*), then every theorem of HSTχΠ +
(ΏExt*) which is a wff of L is valid in /.

Before moving on to the completeness theorems for these modal logics it
is perhaps worth noting that whatever metaphysical assumption justifies accept-
ing (ΏExt*) in //SΓχΠ also justifies defining necessity as follows:

Πφ=df[λφ] = [λVx(χ Ξ χ)] .

These two wffs are provable equivalent in HSTχΏ + (ΏExt*), in other words,
but not in HSTχΠ alone. Thus while adding D as a new logical primitive is
pointless in HSTχΠ + (ΏExt*), it is not pointless in HSTχU alone.

It is not pointless to introduce D as a new logical primitive of ΠλHST* +
(ΏExt*), incidentally, since in that context the above definition would not
suffice to explain the use of D with wffs that are not homogeneously stratified.
That is, as a wff of λHST* the above definiens would restrict the application
of D to wffs that are homogeneously stratified (since only these wffs can occur
within the λ-abstracts of λHST*); and since there are wffs of λHST*, includ-
ing tautologous wffs, which are not homogeneously stratified, the above
definition would in that case fail to validate the rule of modal generalization
when applied to any axiom of λHST*.

We assume that the semantic relations of logical consequence in
ΠλHST*+ (ΏExt*) and //STχD + (ΏExt*), respectively, have been defined as
in the extensional semantics of Section 6 except for using satisfaction in / at any
given world / of / in the definiens in place of the extensional notion of satisfac-
tion in / simpliciter.

Completeness theorem for DλHST* + (DExt*) // Γ is a set of wffs of
ΠλHST* which is consistent in ΠλHST* + (ΏExt*), then there are a language
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L, a general intensional model I = <g, 2ί> for L(\3λHST*) which is an inten-
sional model ofΠλHST* + (ΠExt*), a possible world i o/2I, and an assign-
ment A in 21 such that A satisfies every member of Γ in I at i.

Completeness theorem for HST*Π + (DExt*) IfT is a set of wffs which is
consistent in HST\u + (ΏExt*)9 then there are a language L, a general inten-
sional model I — (g, 21) for L which is an intensional model of HSTχc\ +
(ΏExt*), a possible world i o/2ί, and an assignment A in 21 such that A satis-
fies every member of Γ in I at i.

Proof: We shall give a proof here only for HSTχΠ + (ΏExt*), since the proof
for ΏλHST* + (ΏExt*) is similar (and somewhat simpler since in that case free
logic considerations can be ignored). We shall also assume, but only for con-
venience of presentation, that Γ is a set of wffs of a countable language.
Maximal consistency (in HST*Π) is defined as usual, and where L is a language
we say that K is an ω-complete set of wffs of L if for all variables a and wffs
φ of L, 3aφ E K only if φ(b/a) E K and 3a(b = a) E K, for some term b of L
of the same type as a which is free for a in φ.

We now assume the hypothesis and take c0, » cn,. .. (n E ω) to be pair-
wise distinct individual constants new to all the wffs in Γ. Also, for n E ω, let
Po,..., P*,... (n E ω) be pairwise distinct /r-place predicate constants new to
Γ, and let L be the set of all these new descriptive constants together with those
which occur in the wffs in Γ. We assume an ordering ί 1 , . . . , δ Λ , . . . ( « E ω ) of
all the wffs of L of the form 3aφ, where a is any variable. We define the chain
Γ o , . . . , Γn,... (n E ω) by recursion as follows:

(1) Γo = Γ;
(2) if δ π + 1 is 3aφ and φ is not an identity wff (£ = a), then

ΓΛ+1 = Tn U {3aφ -> φ(b/a) & 3a(b » a)} ,

where b is the first constant in L of the same type as a which is new to
Γ,U{δ, + 1};

(3) if δn+ι is 3x(ξ = x), then

Tn+l = Γn U {[3*(ξ S * ) -* £ EE ft], [~3X(£ EE X) -* £ EE £]} ,

where b is the first individual constant in L which is new to Yn U

{«Λ+i}.

We observe that, by hypothesis, Γo is consistent in HSTχΠ + (D£jtf*).
Also, if ΓΛ7+1 is constructed as in clause (2) then by the usual argument ΓΛ+1 is
consistent in HSTχO + (ΏExt*) if Γπ is. If Tn+{ is constructed as in clause (3),
then it is not consistent only if (ξ Φ b) is derivable from Yn in //S7χΠ +
(ΏExt*); but since b is new to ξ and to I\ then it can be shown that (ξ Ψ ξ) is
also derivable from ΓΛ, which is impossible if ΓΛ is consistent in HSTχu +
(Disjtf*). We conclude, accordingly, that [JTn is consistent and that there is

a maximally consistent set K of wffs of L such that Yn <Ξ AT, for all n E ω. Note
that by construction AT is co-complete. Also, for each ξ E MEk(L), for £ E ω,
there is a descriptive constant Z? in L also of type k such that (ξ Ξ= Z?) E AT.
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Now let W be the set of ω-complete sets J of wffs of L which are maximally
consistent in HSTχO + (\JExt*) and such that for all wffs φ of L, if Oψ E K,
then Dψ G /. Of course, by definition, KEW. We also claim that: (I) for all
wffs φ of L and all 7, / ' G W, if Dψ G /, then Uφ G / ' . For if Πψ £ J\
then D ^ £ K, in which case - D ^ G K and therefore by (M3) Π~ΏφEK9 from
which it follows that ~ D ^ G 7, which is impossible by hypothesis. In addition,
we claim that: (II) for all / G W and all wffs φ of L, if φ G / and ~ Oφ G /,
then for some J' E W, ~φ E J'.To prove (II) we return to the above ordering
of wffs of L of the form 3aφ and define a new recursion as follows:

(1) 0o = ~Ψ
(2) if 0(Θ0&. ..&θn& δn+ι) £ K9 then θn+ι = θn

(3) if O(0o &...Scθn& δn+ϊ) G # and δ Λ + 1 = laφ, then 0Λ + 1 = ψ(6/*),
where b is the first constant in L of the same type as a which is new to
(0O &. . .& 0Λ & δ π + 1 ) and such that 3a(b = a) & O[0O &.. .& 0* &
φ(Z?/α)] G AT. (Note: by the modal thesis (M4) and the way K was con-
structed there must be at least one, and therefore a first, such constant
b.)

Now it is easily seen by induction that for all n G ω, O(0O & . . . & θn) G K,
and therefore that {0O, ...,θn} is consistent in HSTχΠ + (Dβtf *) . Thus if
O0O ί AT, then ~O0O G AT, i.e., then Πφ GK, and therefore Dψ G /, which is
impossible by assumption. Similarly, if O(0O &.. .& θn) G K, then by definition
of θn+{ it follows that O(0O &. . .& 0Π + 1) G K. Accordingly where M = {0rt:
« G ω } U {Dχ: Dx G K}, note that M i s consistent in HSTχO + (D£xί*) . For
by the S5 modal axioms [Oφi & D φ 2 "* ̂ (Φi & ΠΦ2)] is a provable schema,
and therefore for all n, k G ω, O(0O &...& θn & Πχλ &...& Dχk) G JSΓ,
where Dχ, G K, from which it follows that M i s consistent as claimed. Conse-
quently, by Lindenbaum's lemma, there is a set M' of wffs L which is maximally
consistent in HST£Π + (ΠExt*) and such that M e M\ But since ~φ is 0O,
then ~φ EM'. Of course by construction M' is ω-complete in L, and therefore
M' E W, which concludes our argument for (II).

Now where a is a term of L, let [a] = {b: b is a term of L and (α s
Z?) G AT}, and let D' = {[t?]: # is a term of L} and Z) = {[a] E D'\ for some indi-
vidual variable x not free in a, 3x(a = x) E K). We observe that by (A3 r),
modal generalization and (M4), VyD3jt(;t = y) is provable in HSTχΠ, and
therefore by (3/t//*), 3x(α ^ x) -+ D3x(ί7 s ^) is provable in HSTχΠ. Thus, if
[flf] 6 A then 3x(ύf s x) G J, for all J G ί f .

Where JEW, let jy be that function with the set of predicate expressions
of L as domain such that for all n E ω and all fl-place predicate expressions π
of L, \π\j= {<[έJri],...,αΛ]> G Dn: π(au..., an) E J}. Now for n E ω let
Xn = {Iτr|: 7r is an λ?-place predicate expression of L}; and for / G ^ , let/y be
that function with D' U ( J ^ a s domain such that for [a] E D', fj([a]) =

AϊGω

[ύr], and for n E ω and all fl-place predicate expressions TΓ of L , / / ( | T Γ | ) = [TΓ].
Finally, let ?ί = (D9 Xm fj)nGω,jGm and where g is that function with L as
domain such that g(c) = [c], for each individual constant c in L, and g(P) =
P\, for each predicate constant P in L, let 7 = < ,̂ 21).
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We observe that by construction 21 is a rigid intensional Fregean frame and
that /is an intensional model for L. We also claim (III) that /is a general inten-
sional model for L.

To show (III) note that if k G ω and ξ is a term of L of type k, then
there is a constant b in L also of type k such that (ξ = b) G AT—and therefore
(ξ s 6) G 7, for all 7G JΓ since D(£ s 6) G # b y (LL*). For if A: > 0, then the
existence of such a constant follows by (CPx) and the fact that K is
ω-complete in L; and if A: = 0, then its existence follows from the definition of
Tn+ι which is contained in K. Accordingly, if A is an assignment in 21, ξ G
MEn(L)9 for some nGω, and au... ,ak are all the distinct variables occurring
free in ξ, then there are constants b\,..., bk in L such that, for 1 < / < k9 bι is
of the same type as #, and A(ctj) = [bj] if at is an individual variable and
A(ai) = \bj\ if Qi is a predicate variable. Where b\,..., bk are the first such con-
stants we set:

^ =4fi(bι/au...,bk/ak) .

On the basis of the above identification we now recursively define the
semantic function valΆ with the set of meaningful expressions of L as domain
and such that for ξ G MEn+ι(L), valA(ξ) G Xn. We will then show that valA(ξ)
fulfills all of the conditions required for the function intItA(ζ) in the definition
of a general intensional model for L.

(1) if £ is a variable, then υalA(ξ) =A(ξ); and if ξ G L, then wriUίξ) = g(ξ);
(2) if i is τr(ί?i,. . ..UTA:), then y ^ ( ξ ) = | [\ττ(au ..., ak)]A\;
(3) if ξ is [ λ * i . . . * Λ φ ] , then wriU(£) = | ^ | ;
(4) if ξ is ^ φ , then w ^ ί J ) = | [λ ~ φ]A\;
(5) if ξ is (0 -> ̂ ) , then y ^ ί f ) = | [λ(φ -* φ)]A\;
(6) if ξ is •(/>, then valA(ξ) = \[\Πφ]A\;
(7) if ξ is Vα</>, then w/^ίf) = \[\Vaφ]A\;
(8) iff is [λφ] > thenyα/ i 4 ( ί) = | ^ | .

By induction over the meaningful expressions of L it can be shown that valA

fulfills all the conditions for intItA. This is immediate of course in the case
where ξ is a variable or constant in L. Thus, if ξ is -κ(au..., ak), then by
definition of ||y, υalA(ξ)(J) = 1 = {0] iff [\τr(au . . . , ff*)L G /, and therefore
iff π ( # i , . . . , ak) G / (since (φ <-• [λφ]) is a provable schema of //5Γχ Π ). But
since [ π ( α i , . . . , ak) -> 3x(^/ s χ)\ is provable in i/S7χΠ, then π(t f i , . . . , α^) G
7 iff <[tf i j , . . . , [α^]> G | ^ | y ; and also since fj(valA(ai)) = [au], then
i α^ίπίβ!,...,^))^) = 1 iff (JAvalAarf),... JΛυalA(ak))) GvalA(π)(J).

If ξ is [ X ^ . . .x Λ φ], then by definition fα/^(ξ)(«/) = {<[tfil> , [^Λ]) ̂
D": [\xι...xnφ]A(aι,...,an) G 7}. But by (aA-CoΛt;*), [\X\.. .xnφ]A(a{,

. . . , σ Λ ) G 7 iff < [ « ! ] , . . . , [flτrt]> G D " andΦA([aι]/χι,...,[an]/χn)€J, and there-
fore iff ([ax ] , . . . , K ] > G / ) " a n d W U Q , , ] ^ [ f l π ] / ^ ) G / . But by defini-
tion valAi[aι]/XUmmtΛan]/Xn)(φ) = \[\φ]A{[aι]/χι,...Λan]/χn)U a n d therefore { ( α j ,
. . . , [ ^ ] > GD": [λxι...xnφ]A(au...,an) G 7} = K l α J , . . . , [an]) G D":

valAaaι]/Xu...Λan]/Xn)(φ)(J) = 1}.
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Now if ξ is ~0, (φ->ψ), Π0 or [λφ], then it is easily seen by the induc-
tive hypothesis that valA(ξ) fulfills the corresponding defining clause for
int/iA(ξ). Suppose finally that ξ is V#0, where a is a variable of type k. Then
by definition valA(ζ)(J) = 1 iff [\Vaφ]A G 7, and therefore iff VaφA G /. But
since every term of L of type k is represented (in an indiscernibility wff)
by a constant of type k, then by (3/ί//*) and (C//2\), VaφA G /iff for all con-
stants Z? of type /:, if 3a(b = a) G J, then φA(b/a) G /. Note, however, that
3# (6 = a) E J iff 3#(& = a) EK, and therefore in general, iff Z? G Intk^. Also,
since φA(b/a) G / iff [λ0]/ 4 ( g ( Z 7 ) / α ) G /, then φA{b/a) G / iff valA(g{b)/a)(φ)
(J) = 1. It follows, accordingly, that valA{Vaφ){J) = 1 iff for all w G //!**,«>
valA(U/a)(Φ)(J) — 1. We conclude then that valA(ζ) does indeed fulfill all the
defining conditions for int/iA(ξ), from which our claim (III) above follows; i.e.,
/ is a general intensional model for L.

Now where A is any assignment in 21, it is clear by the definition of
vaίA(ξ) that if ξ is a wff of L, then for all / G JF, vaIA(ξ)(J) = 1 iff ^ G /.
Accordingly, since every axiom of HSTχ^ + (D£x/*) is a member of every
JEW, then φ is an axiom of HSTχΠ + (D£jtf*) and a wff of L only if
valA(φ)(J) = 1, for all / G PF. That is, every axiom of HSTχΠ + (ΠExt*) is
valid in /. It follows, accordingly, that / is an intensional model of //S7χΠ +
(ΠExt*).

Finally, where A is that assignment in 21 such that A(x) = [x], for each
individual variable x, and A(F) = |F | , for each predicate variable F, then if φ
is a wff of L and / G FT, vaίA(φ)(J) = 1 iff φ G /. Accordingly, since Γ ς ^ ,
then for all φ G Γ, υalA(φ){K) = 1, i.e., 4̂ satisfies every member of Γ in
/at#.

Theorem //ΓU {0} is * se/ of wffs ofU\HST\ then

Theorem //ΓU {0} is # 5^ o/ wffs, then

Γ U + w φ f t i f Γ U ( D £ t f > ) ^ t e *
P Identity versus indiscernibility in HST* Before concluding this paper,
perhaps it should be noted that we can obtain the full form of Leibniz' law in
HSTx if we are willing to introduce the identity sign into our logical grammar
as a purely syncategorematic sign and not as a 2-place predicate constant. As
a two-place predicate constant, say /, the identity sign, by (3/Idχ), would be a
legitimate substituend for the bound predicate variable in the thesis that only
real individuals have properties or stand in relations. That is, as a two-place
predicate constant,

I(a, b) -> (3x)(a = x) & (3x)(b = *)

would be provable in HST{*] and therefore since the Russell property is identical
with itself, i.e., since

/(*, a)
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would be a basic thesis of HST£ with identity, for all terms a, it would follow
that the Russell property is a real individual after all, i.e.,

(3*)(*sχ)

would be provable for all terms a.
If we introduce the identity sign, =, as a purely syncategorematic sign,

however, we can avoid this problem and obtain Leibniz' law in its unqualified
form. It would follow in particular from (LL*) (now formulated in terms of =
instead of =) and the identity counterpart of (Ind*):

(Id*/Ext*) VF"vG"(F=G-+Vxι...Vxn[F(xu...,xn)~G(xu...ixn)]) .

Conversely, we can simply assume (LL*) (now formulated with = instead of = )
and derive (LL*) and (Id*/Ext*) instead. Note, however, that although real
individuals are indiscernible in HST£ with identity if, and only if, they are
identical, i.e.,

nevertheless it will be provable in HST\ with identity that there are concepts for
any denotative applications of which identity and indiscernibility must diverge;
i.e.,

{z^ϊFΊG'iFmG&FΦG) .

Thus, e.g., the Russell property (n = 1) and the Russell relation (k = 2) are
(vacuously) indiscernible but are still not identical. Similarly where n = k. E.g.,
since there is no such individual as the Russell relation,

tj^^~iy([λxziR(x = R&~R(x, z))] = y) ,

nor such an individual as the predication relation,

\Έ^-) ~3γ(lλxzlF(x = F&F(z))) = y) ,

then the one has all and only the same properties as the other (viz., none):

h — — [\xziR(x = R& ~R(x9 z))] = [λxzlF(x = F & F(z))] .
/ίo/λ(=)

But, not withstanding their (vacuous) indiscernibility, the Russell relation is not
identical with the predication relation:

h — — [λxziR(x = R & ~R(x, z))] Φ [λxz3F(x = F& F(z))] .

This is because, not being coextensive, as relational concepts the Russell rela-
tion and the predication relation cannot even purport to denote the same indi-
vidual. That is, by (Id*/Ext*) it is provable that noncoextensive concepts
cannot even purport to denote the same individual. Such a conclusion may be
philosophically suspect, however; for whereas the (vacuous) truth of an indiscer-
nibility wff (a Ξ b) is completely unproblematic when neither a nor b denote,
one can only wonder as to the real significance of the truth of a nonidentity wff
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(aΦb) when it is logically necessary that neither a nor b can denote (as singular
terms). This problem of course does not arise in λHST* with identity since in
that framework all values of bound predicate variables are also values of bound
individual variables and identity is provably equivalent with indiscernibility for
all terms whatsoever.

With identity as a new logical constant we must of course add the following
clause to the recursive definition of a meaningful expression of a language L:

(10) if a, be ME0(L), then (a = b) e MEX(L).

Also, in the definitions of the extension and intension of a meaningful expres-
sion of L relative to an extensional and intensional (free) model or interpreta-
tion / for L and assignment A, we need to add the following clauses:

(7) if ξ is (a = b), where a, b e ME0(L), then extr A(ξ) = 1 iff
f+(extI,A(a))=f+(extIfA(b));

(8) if ξ is (a = b), where a, b e ME0(L), then for all ie W, intIA(ζ)(i) = 1
iff f?(intItA(a)) =fi+(intItA(b)).

With regard to an axiomatization of HSTχ with identity, we shall say that
an axiom of HSTχ{=) is any wff which is either tautologous or of one of the
following forms:

(Al) V#(φ -*φ) -+ (Vύfφ -> Vaφ), where a is any variable
(A2) φ -> Vtf</>, where a is any variable not occurring free in φ
(A3') Vxly(x = y)
(A4) (a = a), where a is any term
(LL*) a = b -+ (φ <-*> φ), where φ is obtained from φ by replacing one or

more free occurrences of a by free occurrences of b
(Id*) [\Xi...xnP(xu , xn)] = Λ where P is an n-place predicate vari-
able or constant,
(3/λ-Conv*) [λ*i.. .xnφ](au . . . , an) ++ 3x{... lxn(aι = xx &.. .& an =
xn & φ), where no xt is free in any afi for all /, j such that 1 < /, j < n>
(CP*) 3FΛ( [\xx... xnφ] = F)9 where Fn does not occur free in φ,
(3/HSCPJ) 3y(a{ = y) &.. .& 3y(ak = y -> 3y([\xx.. .xnφ] =y)9 where
[λxi.. .xnφ] is homogeneously stratified, φ is bound to individuals, y is an
individual variable not occurring free in φ9 and a\,..., ak are all the variables
or nonlogical constants occurring free in [λx{.. .xnφ].

Using modus ponens and universal generalization as the only inference
rules, note that by (LL*),

(IdVExt*) [j^-^ VF"VG"(F = G - VAT!... Vxn[F{xu ..., xn) - G{xu

Also, by (LL*),

\Έ^-) [\xx.. .χnφ] = F-> [φ - φ([λx,.. .xnφ]/Fn)]

and therefore by universal generalization, (Al), and (CP\),
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Accordingly, since by (LL*)

\——a = b-+a = b ,

then every identity-free wff which is a theorem of HST* is a theorem of
//57χ(=). Note also that unlike the refutability of (Inf*) in HST£9 where n Ψ k,

(Inf*) \/Fn\fGk(FΦG)

is not refutable in HSTχ(==).
Where L is a language, let us now say that a general free model / for L is

a model of HSTχ(=) + (£*/*) if every wff of L which is an instance of (CPχ),
(3/HSCPχ) or (Id*/Ext*) is true in /. The extensional notion of logical con-
sequence is then understood to be redefined accordingly.

Note now that the general free model /λ = (g, 2lχ) which is constructed in
the relative consistency proof of Section 7 is not only a model of HST£ +
(Ext*) but is also a model of HSTχ(=) + (Ext*). This is because the Fregean
correlation function / λ constructed in that proof is defined in such a way as to
be one-to-one even in the outer domain; i.e., f\(K) = (K, £)>, for all K e
Yn—Xm where D, Yn9 Xn are as constructed in that proof. Using this fact and
part (1) of that proof it can then be easily seen that (Id*7Ext*) is true in 7λ (and
so is (InfZ) if (Inf*) is true in /) . The rest of the proof is otherwise exactly as
in Section 7 except of course for replacing all considerations of wffs with = by
the corresponding wffs with = instead.

Theorem IfλHST* + (Ext*)(+ (Inf*)) is consistent, then so is HSTχ(=) +
(Ext*)(+(Infϊ)).

Finally, by the modal or intensional version of HST\ with identity, let us
understand //5Tχ(=)D to be obtained from (HSTχ(=) just the way that HSTχΠ

was obtained from 7/5Tχ. Then, where L is a language, let us say that a general
(intensional) free interpretation I for L is an intensional free model of
i/57χs

(==)D + (ΏExt*) iff /is based on a rigid free Fregean frame and every wff
of L which is an instance of (CPχ)9 (E/HSCP*) or (Id*/Ext*) is always true
in /. Again, we understand the intensional notion of logical consequence to be
redefined accordingly.

Needless to say the proof of the completeness theorem for //SΓχ(=)Π +
(ΏExt*) proceeds in exactly the same way as the proof for HSTχU + (ΏExt*)
except that wherever wffs with = were used in that proof we now are to use the
corresponding wff with = instead. In part(3) of that proof we also need to show
that intIyΛ(a = b)(J) = 1 iff (a = b) E J\ but the proof for this quite straight-
forward.

Completeness theorem for HST£(=)Π + (ΏExt*) //ΓU {φ} is a set of wffs,
then

We conclude by noting that from a purely philosophical standpoint we
remain unsure whether to recommend HSTx with or without identity. Without
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identity, the treatment of denotationless nominalized predicates is
unproblematic, and with identity there is the question of the real significance
or content of the provable and therefore true nonidentity wffs containing such
denotationless terms. On the other hand, with identity, albeit as a purely
syncategorematic sign, we do have Leibniz' law in its full unqualified form; and
perhaps that alone is enough to recommend HST\ with identity after all. Of
course, there is also always λHST* where indiscernibility suffices as a full char-
acterization of identity and where whatever is the value of a bound predicate
variable is also (on its intended interpretation) a value of the bound individual
variables. But then the choice between λHST* and HSTx with or without
identity will depend on which stand one takes in the realism/conceptualism
debate (regarding the nature of predication) whereas the choice between HSTx
with and HSTx without identity seems entirely to be an "in-house" problem for
conceptualism on how to interpret true nonidentity wffs with denotationless
nominalized predicates. Space precludes our saying more on any of these issues
here.

NOTES

1. Note that where n Φ k, (LL*) does not validate Fn = Gk-+ [Fn{au . . . , an) «-
Gk{au . . . , an)]f since Gk{a{, . . . , ffn) is not well formed, i.e., it is not a wff. Thus,
where {LL*) involves nominalized predicates of different degrees (number of
argument positions), then either a occurs free in φ only in subject positions (and φ
is φ with these free subject position occurrences of a replaced by free subject posi-
tion occurrences of b) or {LL*) reduces to the tautologous wff: a = b-+ {φ«-> </>).

2. In stating theses in this manner, we always assume that xu.. .,xn are pairwise
distinct individual variables. Also, by {Ext*) and {ΠExt*) we mean the sets of wffs
{Ext*) and {ΏExt*), respectively, for all «Gω.

3. Although we are only interested in those applications of this lemma in which
[λxi.. .xnφ] occurs free in φ, we note that this is not essential to the proof of the
lemma since φ{Fn/[λx{.. .xnψ]) is otherwise just φ itself. Note that the right-hand
side of this provable wff is homogeneously stratified if φ is.

4. The interchange law for λHST* is easily proved by an inductive argument for all wffs
of λHST*—so long as the wffs interchanged do not occur within the scope of the
λ-operator; and if they do so occur, then the interchange law holds only on the
condition that the wffs interchanged are homogeneously stratified. Note that in
proving the λ-elimination theorem, the sub wffs of φ which both contain and occur
within λ-abstracts must be homogeneously stratified (since φ otherwise would not be
a wff of λHST*); and therefore such sub wffs can be interchanged with any provably
equivalent homogeneously stratified wff. The interchange to be effected on the basis
of the above lemma, needless to say, concerns only homogeneously stratified wffs if
the subwff in question is itself homogeneously stratified.

5. We assume throughout that each natural number is the set of natural numbers
less than it, and therefore take 0 to be the empty set and 1 = {0}. We take (9{Dn)
to be the power-set of Dn, the set of ^-tuples drawn from D\ and therefore
(?(D0) = {0,1}.
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